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Vertex Effect in Strain-Softening Concrete
at Rotating Principal Axes

Ferhun C. Caner1; Zdeněk P. Bažant, F.ASCE2; and Jan Červenka3

Abstract: The inelastic behavior of concrete for highly nonproportional loading paths with rotating principal stress axes is studie
cylinders are first loaded in compression under uniaxial stress and then torsion is applied at constant axial displacement. Pr
compressive-torsional loading tests are also carried out for comparison. The tests demonstrate that the response of concre
increments parallel in the stress space to the current yield surface is highly inelastic~i.e., much softer than elastic! in the peak load range
and especially in the postpeak range. The classical tensorial models of plasticity type incorrectly predict for such load increm
elastic stiffness. The experiments are simulated by three-dimensional finite element analysis using the microplane model M4, in w
stress-strain relations are characterized not by tensors but by vectors of stress and strain on planes of various orientations in th
It is shown that the observed vertex effect is correctly predicted by this model, with no adjustment of its material parameters pr
calibrated by other test results. The experiments are also simulated by a state-of-the-art fracture-plastic model of tensorial type
found that the vertex effect cannot be reproduced at all, although an adjustment of one material parameter suffices to obtain
postpeak slope and achieve a realistic overall response. What makes the microplane model capable of capturing the vertex e
existence of more than 60 simultaneous yield surfaces. Capturing the vertex effect is important for highly nonproportional load
rotating principal stress axes, which is typical of impact and penetration of missiles, shock, blasts, and earthquake.
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Introduction

As a convenient way of avoiding material instability, the incr
mental theory of plasticity is based on Drucker’s~1950! postulate.
This postulate requires the inelastic strain increment vector to
normal to the yield surface in the superposed nine-dimensio
spaces of stress and strain components. Adherence to the no
ity rule ~expounded, e.g., in Bazˇant and Cedolin 1991, Chapte
10! is the basic feature of all the practical constitutive relatio
for plasticity of metals. The normality rule is also adopted for t
fracturing~Dougill 1976! and plastic-fracturing constitutive mod
els for concrete with loading surfaces in the strain space~Bažant
and Kim 1979; Lin et al. 1987; Cˇ ervenka et al. 1998!.

The normality rule implies that, for load increments that a
parallel to the current yield surface~or loading potential surface!,
called the ‘‘loading to the side,’’ the response is purely elast
Such behavior was rendered doubtful by Bleich’s~1952! tests of
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plastic buckling of plates and was shown patently untrue by G
ard and Becker~1951, 1957!, who tested axially compressed thin
walled cruciform steel columns that buckle in the plastic range
torsion. The critical load of such columns is proportional to th
tangential inelastic stiffness for loading to the side, and it w
found that it can be much smaller than the critical load for th
elastic stiffness—even less than one half of the elastic critic
load ~Bažant and Cedolin 1991, Sec. 8.1; in detail Brocca an
Bažant 2000a,b!. This means that the response for loading to th
side is inelastic.

The existence of inelastic strain increments for loading to t
side implies that there must be a corner, or vertex, on the yie
surface~or loading potential surface! at the current state point,
traveling during loading with the state point as the material har
ens or softens. Therefore, the phenomenon is called the ‘‘ver
effect’’ ~Jirásek and Bazˇant 2002!. The vertex effect is the stron-
gest for abrupt changes of loading direction in the stress space
strain space, but arises for all loading paths~even smooth paths!
significantly deviating from proportional loading~radial loading
in the stress or strain space!.

The vertex effect is particularly marked when the principa
strain or stress axes rotate against the material~Bažant 1983!.
This happens when the strain~or stress! increment has shear com-
ponents with regards to the principal axes of the current strain
stress tensor. For nonproportional loading paths without rotat
of the principal axes, which are the only nonproportional pat
observable in the so-called ‘‘true’’~cubical! triaxial tests, the ver-
tex effect appears to be either weak or nonexistent.

The purposes of this paper are to~1! present new experimental
results that clearly document the existence of the vertex effect
concrete for paths with rotation principal axes,~2! show that the
vertex effect is correctly predicted by the microplane model~par-
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ticularly its latest version; Bazˇant et al. 2000; Caner and Bazˇant
2000!, and ~3! make a comparison with one advanced concre
model of plastic tensorial type~Červenka et al. 1998!.

Vertex Effect and Associated Difficulties

To explain the vertex effect, consider pointA of the loading path
OA lying on the current yield surfaceBAC ~or loading potential
surface! in stress space~Fig. 1! or strain space. When the loading
continues smoothly with stress increment vector ds̄, there is fi-
nite inelastic strain increment dē9. According to the normality
rule, ensuing from Drucker’s postulate~e.g., Bazˇant and Cedolin
1991, Chap. 10!, the nine-dimensional vector dē9 is normal to the
yield surface, which must be considered as a surface in the ni
dimensional space of stress or strain components~marked ass i j

or skl!. But this means that when the stress increment ds is
tangential to the yield surface~loading to the side, Fig. 1!, there is
no inelastic strain and thus the response is purely elastic.

This incorrect property, proven wrong for metals by the afor
mentioned famous experiments of Gerard and Becker~1951;
1957!, can be avoided, in the context of plasticity-type theorie
by assuming that there exists a sharp corner~or vertex! at the
current yield surface at any current state pointA @Fig. 1~b!#. This
means that there must exist further intersecting yield surfaces
point A, which cause that the inelastic strain increment dē9 nor-
mal to this surface has a nonzero component in the direction
loading to the side~Fig. 1! and the response is then softer tha
elastic.

In general, the vertex effect develops for any significant devi
tions from proportional loading, for example the smooth pa
ODC shown in Fig. 1. The vertex effect creates enormous dif
culties with the classical tensorial models of plasticity~Jirásek
and Bazˇant 2002!. It has been intensely debated in the literatur
up to the mid-1980s, but then the interest waned, apparently
of frustration. No tensorial models exhibiting the vertex effect a

Fig. 1. Vertex effect and associated difficulties:~a! Yield surface
for classical plasticity with normality;~b! multiple yield surfaces at
the state point and loading to the side;~c! concept of traveling vertex;
and~d! multiple yield surfaces at every state point, required for ca
turing the vertex effect in the context of classical plasticity
e
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available for large-scale finite element analysis in which, for m
als, von MisesJ2 plasticity still dominates.

One way to cope with the vertex effect has been to assum
so-called ‘‘traveling vertex,’’ i.e., a vertex on the current yiel
surface that travels with the current state point along the load
path @Fig. 1~c!#. Such vertex enhancements of classical plastic
have been formulated for characterizing the first infinitesimal d
viation from the proportional loading path and were used to stu
the bifurcation instabilities at the onset of localization of yieldin
into shear bands~Rice 1975, 1976; Rudnicki and Rice 1975
Christoffersen and Hutchinson 1979; Hughes and Shakib 198!.
These approaches, however, are not effective for predicting w
happens afterwards, after large deviations from the previous lo
ing direction in the stress or strain space take place.

Hencky’s deformation theory of plasticity was found to predi
an approximately correct vertex behavior for initial infinitesima
deviations from a proportional loading path with rotation of prin
cipal axes@e.g., it gives approximately correct predictions for th
tests of Gerard and Becker~1951, 1957!; see Budianski~1959!#.
But since this theory represents a path-independent model, it c
not be used for highly nonproportional loading path. The endoc
ronic theory, which represents an incrementally nonlinear mo
fication of plasticity, does provide vertex behavior for arbitra
nonproportional paths~Bažant 1978!, but has no physical basis
and turned out to be less powerful than the microplane mode

A nonassociated flow rule cannot be used to simulate the v
tex effect. It does yield inelastic response for loading to the sid
but only to one side. To illustrate it, consider the state pointe11

D

.0, e1250 in Fig. 2~b!. To obtain an inelastic response for mov
ing from this point to the right~i.e., in the positivee12 direction!,
the slope of the loading surface that controls the flow rule wou
have to be at that point negative, but then the response for mov
from that point to the left would be predicted as elastic. Besid
the nonassociativeness is a feature used typically for
volumetric-deviatoric interactions, while the vertex effect occu
not only, and not mainly, in the volumetric-deviatoric cross se
tions of the stress space, but also, and mainly, in the deviato
stress space alone.

The physical source of the vertex effect has been clarified
various sophisticated models for polycrystalline metals, especia
the slip theory of plasticity of Batdorf and Budiansky~1949! and
further refinements of Taylor’s~1938! model ~Budiansky et al.
1951; Naghdi et al. 1958; Ivey 1961; Phillips and Gray 196

-

Fig. 2. Typical representation of vertex effect in concrete:~a! de-
viatoric loading with no shear strains;~b! subsequent pure shear load
ing which is tangent to the yield surface in the space of deviato
strains; and~c! response to the pure shear loading predicted
plasticity-based models, which is elastic~with slope 2G! and much
stiffer than observed
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / JANUARY 2002 / 25
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Bertsch and Findley 1962!; for a detailed review see Brocca an
Bažant ~2000a,b!. The vertex effect is caused by the developme
of multiple yield ~or loading potential! surfaces. Many surfaces
are active simultaneously~Fig. 1! ~Phillips 1972, 1986!. After a
sudden change of the loading path direction in the stress or st
space with rotation of the principal axes~i.e., when the incremen-
tal strain has nonzero shear components with regard to the cur
principal axes!, some yield surfaces suddenly go into unloadin
and deactivate while others suddenly become active. Whereas
vertex effect plays no role for proportional loading and is insi
nificant or nonexistent for nonproportional loading with fixe
principal stress axes~as in ‘‘true,’’ or cubical, triaxial tests!, it is
very important for highly nonproportional loading with rotating
principal stress axes. Such a loading typically arises in dynam
for example in problems of impact or penetration of missile
shock, and blast effects on hardened structures, and earthq
effects on buildings or bridges.

Formulations of multisurface plasticity within the context o
the classical tensorial models with invariants are available~Koiter
1953! but difficult to implement and identify from test data, par
ticularly when there are more than just two or three separat
evolving loading surfaces. No plasticity type models with man
loading surfaces~Fig. 1! exist. For soils, there exist models in
volving two yield surfaces~one for the deviatoric space and on
for the coupling with mean stress!, but for capturing the vertex
effect, two yield surfaces are insufficient by far~the number of
yield surfaces implied by the microplane model M4 is about 6
which is what seems necessary for capturing the vertex effec
general!.

Multisurface models become conceptually simple with th
general approach proposed for metal plasticity by Taylor~1938!,
and later adapted to frictional plastic-fracturing behavior of co
crete with softening damage under the name microplane mo
~Bažant 1983!. What achieves simplicity is that the stress-stra
relations are formulated in terms of vectors rather than tenso
The vectorial form makes it easier to reflect physical phenome
such as friction and cracking. Exploration of this approach to t
vertex effect in concrete is the subject of this paper.

Tests of Vertex Effect in Concrete and Response at
Rotating Principal Axes

To examine the vertex effect in concrete at rotating principal ax
one may use as a typical example the loading path illustrated
Fig. 2. A uniaxial compressive strain is initially applied@Fig.
2~a!#, which represents proportional loading. No shear strains
velop during this loading. The state of loading on the yield su
face for macroscopic plasticity is as shown in Fig. 2~b!. A sudden
imposition of incremental shear strain, shown in the figure, re
resents ‘‘loading to the side’’ and causes the principal stress
rection to rotate. The response to such loading is depicted in F
2~c!. The existing tensorial plasticity models in terms of stre
and strain invariants inevitably follow the curve whose initia
slope is in the figure shown as 2G, while the real material re-
sponse is much softer, as shown in the figure.

The experiments are designed for cylindrical specimens so t
they can be tested in an axial-torsional testing machine. The l
path is prescribed in the space of axial displacement versus r
tion, and the response in the postpeak regime is of interest.
loading path includes a sharp corner. A rounded corner can
avoided thanks to the availability of a-state-of-the-art testing m
chine.

Cylindrical specimens of concrete with diameterD54 in.
~101.6 mm! and heightH58 in. ~203.2 mm! are used. These
26 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / JANUARY 2002
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dimensions correspond roughly to the representative volume
the material~the smallest volume in which it can be treated as
continuum!. The experiment is delicate. It requires a very respo
sive closed-loop digital feedback testing machine capable of a
plying both axial displacements and rotations, and the displa
ments need to be measured on a specimen that issoftening.
Furthermore, the gauge range must be estimated so that the
cruing damage would stay within that range. To minimize en
effects, the gauges must be attached to the specimen. Since
rying out the experimental program takes several weeks, and
the specimens must be cast from the same batch of concrete
ages of specimens differ. The relative age differences, which
what counts, are therefore minimized by allowing a long enou
curing period.

The specimens are made of normal strength concrete obtai
by mixing 339.5 kg of Type-I Cement, 949.7 kg of pea size coar
aggregate with a maximum aggregate size of 9.5 mm, 887.2 kg
sand No. 2, and 201.8 kg of water per cubic meter. The larger s
aggregates consist of dolomite, granite, and basalt, with tra
amounts of schist. The specimens cast are cured in a fog room
5 months before testing. The purpose of such a long curing per
is to minimize the differences between the specimens tested at
beginning and the end of the three-week testing program. Acco
ing to model B3~Bažant and Baweja 2000!, the difference in
strength due to aging should be only about 2.5%, but it would
about 18% if the three-week testing program started at concr
age 1 month.

If a sudden switch from uniaxial compressive loading to to
sional loading is made at prepeak stress less than about 40%
the compressive peak stress, the response is elastic and pat
dependent. Even at higher prepeak stresses, the response is n
path independent. Therefore the vertex effect is tested only in
peak and postpeak regions.

To test the vertex effect in the peak region, the specimen
compressed under uniaxial stress~at zero rotation! to strain e
50.2% ~which is the axial strain at maximum uniaxial stresss
5 f c8 for a typical concrete!. This is followed by concentric rota-
tion at constant axial straine50.2% until the peak torque is
reached. Of main interest is the case when the switch to torsio
made in thepostpeakregime. The concrete specimen is com
pressed axially at zero rotation to the strain 0.45%, which is fo
lowed by concentric rotation until the peak torque is reach
while keeping the axial strain constant.

For comparison, proportional~radial! loading paths, in which
the rotation is increased simultaneously and in proportion to t
axial displacement until the specimen fails, are also used. T
ratio of displacement to rotation in these tests is kept asu/f
5100 mm/rad.

The load paths used in all the tests are graphically shown
Fig. 3. The reason for choosing load paths with prescribed d
placement rather than loads is obvious; under load control,
postpeak regime of concrete response is unstable~e.g., Bazˇant
and Cedolin 1991! and could not be accessed. A path in which th
specimen would first be subjected to rotation at constant ax
displacement and then to axial displacement at constant rotatio
not used because rotations large enough to cause damage in
absence of axial compression would also lead to fracture.

The ratio of axial strain to torsional rotation is determined s
that the radial path and the path with a corner would intersect a
point of high damage but before the specimen fails. Slight
higher or slightly lower ratios would not satisfy this objective
Based on preliminary tests, the optimal axial compression a
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rotation rates are fixed as 3.3331024 mm/s and 3.33
31026 rad/s, respectively.

The specimen is embedded into steel platens at the top
bottom ends to a depth of 12.7 mm. The concrete is glued to
platens by a high-modulus epoxy~SIKADUR 32 HI-MOD!. This
means that the ends of the specimen are confined and so
failure processes take place not at the ends but within the ga
region. The glue is strong enough to transfer the torque into
specimen. The specimens are glued to the platens in situ,
while the platens are already attached to the testing machine. T
guarantees the initial state to be free of bending moments and
rotations about horizontal axes. If the platens were glued bef
installation in the machine, they would hardly be perfect
aligned and bending moments would be introduced at the sp
men ends. The top platen is bolted to the load cell.

Because of deformation of the glue and the lateral restraint
concrete by the platens, as well as the complex nonlinear beha
of concrete near the platens, the stroke~the relative axial displace-
ment of the platens! cannot be used as a measure of the ax
deformation of displacement of the specimen. Therefore,
specimen is externally instrumented to obtain the axial displa
ments and rotations in the central portion of the specimen,

Fig. 3. Load paths prescribed in the experiments

Fig. 4. Experimental setup for axial-rotational loading~the relative
axial displacements and rotations of top and bottom rings are m
sured using two sets of LVDTs!
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enough from the end restraints. To this end, two linear variab
differential transformers~LVDTs! for axial loading and two
LVDTs for rotational loading are used as shown in Fig. 4. The
LVDTs are mounted on the two steel rings attached directly to t
specimen at the top and bottom of the gauge volume, each by f
screws. The LVDTs used for measuring the axial displaceme
over a gauge length ofL5114.3 mm had the range of62.54 mm.
The rotational LVDT have the range60.508 mm, and the dis-
tance between the rotational LVDTs is 95.25 mm. The differen
in the readings of the two axial LVDTs can reveal possible ben
ing of the specimen. Since the experiments are performed
prescribing the average value of the two axial LVDT reading
any specimen with significant bending moments gets crushed
the test machine because in that case the average of the two a
LVDTs cannot be kept constant while torsional rotation is applie

The tests are performed in an MTS 220 kip5976.8 kN axial-
torsional testing machine operated by digital closed-loop contr
The stiffness of the machine suffices to keep the present t
stable. The precise value of the stiffness of the machine with
platens and the glue is irrelevant because the displacements
measured directly on the specimen.

The experimental results are tabulated in Table 1 and plotted
Figs. 5–11. The vertical error bars indicate the spread of the
dividual results and the data points are the averages. The m
compressive strength and Young’s modulus of the specimens
found to bef c8540 MPa andE536,900 MPa, respectively. The
average initial rotational stiffnesses starting at the compress
peak and in the postpeak are found to be 936.8 kN m/rad a
322.8 kN m/rad, respectively. In the initial stages of proportion
loading, the response of concrete is linearly elastic and the av
age initial rotational stiffness for this type of loading is found t
be 1431 kN m/rad. This means that, when the switch to torsi
occurs at the peak, the initial rotational stiffness is approximate
65% of the elastic stiffness, and when in the postpeak, appro
mately 23% of the elastic stiffness. Obviously, the observed v
tex effect is enormous.

Review of Microplane Model M4 for Concrete

The basic idea of the microplane model is to characterize t
material behavior not in terms of tensors but in terms of vecto
of the stresses and strains acting on a plane of various orienta
in the material, since 1984 called the ‘‘microplanes.’’ The contr

ea-

Table 1. Basic Results from Experiments

Loading
Specimen
number

E
~GPa!

f c8
~MPa!

K rotational

~kN m/rad!
Tmax

~kN m!

1 37.370 ¯ 1449 1.295
Proportional 2 36.922 ¯ 1422 1.191

3 37.499 ¯ 1419 1.015
4 36.400 ¯ 1444 1.268

1 36.222 38 952 2.243
Vertex at

s5 f c8
2 37.843 41 932 2.098
3 36.501 40 900 1.899
4 36.398 39 963 2.255

1 36.980 41 327 1.075
Vertex at
e50.45%

2 36.291 40 307 0.991
3 37.482 42 333 1.181
4 37.092 41 319 1.066
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / JANUARY 2002 / 27
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butions from the microplanes of all possible orientations at
given point of the material are then suitably combined to obta
the continuum response at that point. This idea can be traced b
to Taylor ~1938! who proposed it for the plasticity of polycrystal-
line metals where this type of model was known for a long tim
as the slip theory of plasticity~Batdort and Budianski 1949; see
the reviews in Bazˇant et al. 2000 and in Brocca and Bazˇant
2000a,b!. This name became unsuitable when the model was e
tended at Northwestern University to damage and cracking, a
the term ‘‘microplane model’’ was coined in 1984. Microplane
model M4 is the latest in a long sequence of microplane mode
for concrete developed at Northwestern Univ. since 1983~Bažant
et al. 2000!.

The strain vector on a microplane whose unit normal is give
by n with componentsni at a point in the material is the projec-
tion of the strain tensore i j , which represents a kinematic con-
straint of the microplane

eN5e i j ninj , eL5e i j ~ l inj1ni l j !/2, eM5e i j ~minj1nimj !/2
(1)

The Latin lowercase subscripts refer to Cartesian coordinatesxi

( i 51,2,3); repeated indices imply summation;eN5normal strain
on the microplane;eL ,eM5shear strains on the microplane in the
directions of two mutually orthogonal unit vectorsl andm both
normal tonW which are generated in advance randomly so as

Fig. 5. Bottom: Vertex effect as revealed by initial tangential tor
sional stiffness at various axial compressive strains. Top: Correspo
ing axial compressive stress-strain curve@the data points, represent-
ing the average test results, and the error bars, representing the sp
of test results, are compared to one- and three-dimensional fin
element simulations with the original~unadjusted! microplane model
M4 and the plastic-fracture model~with one adjusted parameter!#
28 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / JANUARY 2002
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minimize the directional bias. It is useful to also introduceeV

5ekk/35volumetric strain for small strains, which is the same fo
all microplanes.

The kinematic constraint is required due to the occurrence
strain softening of concrete, while a static constraint can be u
in Taylor-type models for hardening plasticity of metals@re-
viewed in Brocca and Bazˇant ~2000a,b! and Jirásek and Bazˇant
~2002!#. A volumetric-deviatoric split of the microplane constitu
tive relation is introduced,

eN5eD1eV . (2)

The purpose of this split is to achieve the full thermodynamica
admissible range~21, 0.5! of Poisson’s ratio of isotropic materi-
als. Another purpose of this split is to allow simulating both th
uniaxial compression tests, in which there is a peak followed
softening, and the tests of hydrostatic pressure~or uniaxial com-
pression strain!, in which no peak is ever reached. The differenc
between these two types of tests is characterized by the sprea
straineS of the microplane~the mean normal strain among all th
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Fig. 6. Axial compressive response to proportional loading as o
tained from the tests, and comparisons to one- and three-dimensi
finite element simulations

Fig. 7. Rotational response to proportional loading as obtained fro
the tests, and comparisons to one- and three-dimensional finite
ment simulations
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Fig. 8. Axial compressive response to a loading path with a vertex
peak~at s5 f c8! as obtained from the tests, and comparisons to on
and three-dimensional finite element simulations

Fig. 9. Rotational response to a loading path with a vertex at peak~at
s5 f c8! as obtained from the tests, and comparisons to one- and th
dimensional finite element simulations

Fig. 10. Axial compressive response to a loading path with a vert
at postpeak~at e50.45%! as obtained from the tests, and compar
sons to one- and three-dimensional finite element simulations
directions within the microplane! which depends on this split be-
causeeV5 2

3(eN2eS). The elastic response is defined on the m
croplane level as

sD5EDeD , sV5EVeV , sL5ETeL , sM5ETeM (3)

whereeN , eV , eL , andeM are obtained using the kinematic con
straint given by Eq.~1! andeD by Eq. ~2!. The elastic moduli on
the microplane are given byED5ET5E/(11n) and EV

5E/@3(122n)#, whereE5Young’s modulus andn5Poisson’s
ratio ~see Bazˇant et al. 1996a!. In the inelastic range, the consti-
tutive laws on the microplane are defined using strain-depend
yield limits, called the stress-strain boundaries, which are giv
by

sN5FN~eN!, sD5FD~eD!, sV5FV~eV!
(4)

sL5FT~eL!, sM5FT~eM !

and impose bounds that can never be exceeded by the stress
elastic stress increments on the microplane, as calculated fr
Eq. ~3!, are not allowed to reach beyond the corresponding stre
strain boundary given in Eq.~4!. If, in a loading step, the stress
would exceed the boundary, a stress drop to the boundary is
ried out at constant strain.

Finally, equilibrium between the stress tensors i j and the
stresses on the microplanes is enforced in a weak sense, by u
the principle of virtual work over a unit hemisphere. This yield

s i j 5
3

2p E
V
FsDS ninj2

d i j

3 D1
sL

2
~ni l j1nj l i !

1
sM

2
~nimj1njmi !GdV1sVd i j (5)

whered i j is Kronecker’s delta. The integration in Eq.~5! must be
performed numerically, which is done by Gaussian quadratu
over a finite number of integration points over a unit spher
corresponding to the microplane normals. The most efficie
Gaussian quadrature formula is Bazˇant and Oh’s 21-point formula
whose errors in the hardening range are not graphically disce
ible and in the strain softening range lead to a scatter band o
maximum width of about 5%~Bažant and Oh 1986!. The present
simulations utilized a 28-point formula of Stroud~1971! which is
slightly less efficient but slightly more accurate. The numeric

t
-

e-

x

Fig. 11. Rotational response to a loading path with a vertex at po
peak ~at e50.45%! as obtained from the tests, and comparisons
one- and three-dimensional finite element simulations
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algorithms for this model in the small strain range using explic
dynamic or implicit finite element drivers are presented in Can
and Bazˇant ~2000!.

Model M4 was calibrated with a wide range of uni-, bi-, an
triaxial test data~Caner and Bazˇant 2000!. It has only two pairs of
free parameters which can be easily adjusted to match the gi
basic properties of concrete. A simple calibration procedure
given in that paper. For the concrete used in the tests, the va
of these free parameters, which characterize the boundaries in
~4! and are defined in Bazˇant et al.~2000!, are identified ask1

50.00013,k25500, k3515, k45150; and the Young’s modulus
is E536,900 MPa.

One-Dimensional Analysis Using Model M4

The axial displacement,u, at the top of the specimen is prescribe
and incremented in small steps. In a simplified one-dimensio
analysis, the end effects and possible damage localizations
neglected, which means that the specimen is assumed to be
approximately in the same manner as an infinitely long cylind
in which each cross section is in the same stress and strain s
Thus the axial normal strain is assumed to be uniform and has
valuee5u/L. When the relative rotation over the gauge length
f, the shear strainsg vary linearly with the radial coordinate
r ; g5fr /L. The distribution of the axial normal stresses alon
the radius is uniform only during the uniaxial compression. As
result of the shear-volume coupling of the inelastic behavior
concrete~particularly the volume dilatancy due to shear!, which is
well captured by the microplane model, the axial stress distrib
tion becomes nonuniform during torsion. The mesh is on
dimensional along the radius and consists of a row ofN axisy-
metric finite elements of radial dimensionDr 5R/N, whereR is
the radius of cylinder. The expression for the torqueT and its
discrete approximation is

T~f!5E
0

R

tS fr

L D r2pr dr'2p~Dr !3(
n51

N

tS fnDr

L Dn2 (6)

For proportional loading,u/f5const, but the ratio of axial to
shear strains is not constant because the shear strains vary a
the radial coordinate.

Three-Dimensional Finite Element Simulations

To get a more realistic picture, three-dimensional finite eleme
analysis of the test cylinder is carried out using microplane mo
M4 ~Bažant et al. 2000!. The parameters used for model M4~with
a meaning defined in Bazˇant et al. 2000! are E536.9 GPa,n
50.18 ~Poisson ratio!, k1513031026, k25500, k3515, andk4

5150. Parametersk1 ,...,k4 are the free parameters of model M
calibrated for the given concrete as described in Caner and Baˇant
~2000!. The number of discrete microplanes isnmp528, which
corresponds to Stroud’s~1971! optimal Gaussian integration for-
mula for a hemisphere. Note that the fracture energy and
effective fracture process zone length corresponding to model
could be obtained by the size effect method~e.g., Bazˇant and
Planas 1998!, after simulating similar fracture tests of three dif
ferent sizes.

For the sake of comparison, it was decided to also conduct
finite element analysis with one of the sophisticated dama
plasticity models for concrete formulated in the classical way, th
30 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / JANUARY 2002
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is, in terms of the stress and strain tensors and their invarian
~Bažant and Kim 1979; Lin et al. 1987; Cˇ ervenka et al. 1998!.
The recent model of Cˇ ervenka et al.~1998!, an advanced model
that has been successfully used in many practical problems, h
been selected.

This model is based on the classical orthotropic smeared cra
model for tension and a plasticity model for compression. Th
plasticity model uses a nonassociated plastic flow rule and t
three-parameter yield surface of Menetrey and Willam~1995!.
The smeared crack model employs the rotating crack approa
i.e., the distributed cracks are imagined to rotate so as to rem
aligned with the principal strain directions. This hypothesis wa
much discussed in the early 1980s~Jirásek and Bazˇant 2002!,
with the conclusion that it is better than assuming the crack d
rection to be fixed at the beginning of strain softening. The crac
rotation concept is necessary because simultaneous cracks o
most three different orientations are allowed. This simplifying
concept substitutes for the fact that cracks of one orientation a
closing while those of another orientation are opening. By con
trast, the simplifying hypothesis of crack rotation is unnecessa
in the microplane model because there can be as many cra
orientations as there are discrete microplanes.

The parameters used for the model of Cˇ ervenka et al.~1998!
areb50, f c85240 MPa, f t853.13 MPa,n50.18,E536.9 GPa,
Gf50.1506 MPa mm,ec

p520.001075, wd520.2 mm, f c
05

230 MPa, ande50.52 whereb defines the return direction of
the plasticity model with respect to the direction perpendicular t
the hydrostatic axis in Haigh–Westergaard coordinates,f c8 is the
unconfined compressive strength,f t8 is the tensile strength,Gf is
Mode I fracture energy,ec

p is the plastic strain ats5 f c8 in an
unconfined compression test,wd is the displacement beyond
which s'0 in an unconfined compression test,f c

0 defines the
onset of nonlinear behavior in compression, ande defines the
shape of the failure surface in the deviatoric plane.

A three-dimensional mesh of 2,484 elements and 3,000 nod
is used. It covers the entire specimen since a nonsymmetric loc
ization of softening damage must be expected. The boundary co
ditions at the top of the cylinder are prescribed as the axial di
placements and horizontal displacements due to rotation of t
platens considered as a rigid body. In each loading step, t
boundary displacement and rotation are adjusted so as to ma
the relative displacements and rotations recorded during the te
at the attached steel rings carrying the LVDTs. The bottom boun
ary of the cylinder is kept fixed.

The load path with a sudden switch from compression to to
sion is simulated by applying first uniform vertical displacemen
increments at the top face nodes while these nodes are fixed
horizontal radial and angular directions. After a specified axia
displacement between the rings with LVDTs is reached, horizo
tal angular displacements corresponding to rigid-body rotation i
crements of the platens are prescribed at the top boundary no
while keeping the axial relative displacement of the attached rin
with LVDTs constant. These displacements were specified as 0.
and 0.51 mm for the load paths with a switch at peak and
postpeak, respectively. During the rotational loading, the to
boundary nodes are assigned also appropriate vertical displa
ment increments such that the vertical relative displacement of t
rings would remain approximately constant.

The load path with proportional loading is prescribed at th
top boundary nodes of the cylinder in the form of axial and rota
tional displacements corresponding to the axial and rotation
rigid-body displacements of the platen which are in each ste
adjusted such that the ratio of the relative axial displacement



Fig. 12. Deformed shapes obtained using model M4~on the left! and the fracture-plastic model~on the right! for three loading paths:~A, a!
proportional loading;~B,b! vertex at peak;~C,c,D,d! vertex in postpeak~at ezz50.45%!, showing strain contours forgxz (A,B,C,a,b,c), and for
maximum principal straine I ~D, d!
0
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rings to their relative rotation be kept fixed at approximately 10
mm/rad in each loading step.

Results of Finite Element Simulations
and Comparisons with Data

The results of the finite element analyses and their comparis
with tests are shown in Figs. 5–12. Fig. 5 presents the main re
s
lt

of this study—the reduction of the initial torsional stiffnes
caused by increasing compressive strain, which represents the
sence of the vertex effect. Obviously, the vertex effect in concr
is very strong. The curves calculated with microplane model M
are seen to provide excellent predictions of the vertex effect.
the other hand, the plastic-fracture model gives no vertex eff
~i.e., no stiffness reduction!, which is an inherent property of all
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / JANUARY 2002 / 31
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the classical formulations of constitutive models in terms of t
sors and their invariants.

Figs. 6 and 7 show the axial stress-strain and torque-rota
responses for proportional loading. The averages of all the m
surements for identical tests are shown as the solid lines and
statistical scatter is marked by the vertical error bars indica
the spread of the results. This spread should be taken into acc
in judging the quality of the model predictions or fits.

The test data and the numerical simulations of the axial str
strain and torque-rotation responses to the loading path wi
compression torsion switch at peak (s5 f c8) are compared in Figs
8 and 9, respectively. The responses calculated from both mo
for large rotations do not match the test data accurately. Bu
must be kept in mind that the curves for model M4 represen
complete prediction~except for the setting of the correct streng
value by means of parameterk1 , the M4 parameters were take
the same as obtained by Caner et al. 2000!. On the other hand, the
plastic-fracture model represents only a partial prediction
cause, in addition to setting the strength value, one model pa
eter was adjusted to optimize the postpeak slope.

Either model could doubtless be made to fit the large-rota
response closely if many model parameters were adjusted
then the match of other types of test data~as described in Cane
et al. 2000! would be jeopardized. The main point of this pap
however, is that the initial torsional stiffness cannot be contro
by adjusting model parameters.

For proportional loading paths, the fracture-plastic model
the microplane model should, in theory, be able to perfo
equally well. Model M4 nevertheless performs slightly better.

The distributions of the shear strainsgxz in the specimens
loaded proportionally are shown in Figs. 12~A and a! obtained
with model M4 and the fracture-plastic model, respective
Clearly, the model M4 predicts a more uniform damage than
fracture-plastic model does. With the fracture-plastic model, d
age tends to localize to a relatively small volume within the spe
men. This contrast between the two models prevails for load
with a sudden switch from compression to torsion at the peak
seen in Figs. 12~B and b! obtained with model M4 and the
fracture-plastic model, respectively, and also for loading wit
sudden switch in the postpeak@Figs. 12~C and c! obtained with
the model M4 and the fracture-plastic model, respectively#.

The distributions of the maximum principal strainse I are
shown in Figs. 12~D and d!, as obtained with model M4 and th
fracture-plastic model, for the loading path with a switch in t
postpeak. Once again, the distribution of damage as predicte
the model M4 is more uniform compared to that predicted by
fracture-plastic model.

The way the microplane model captures the vertex effec
that it involves very many simultaneous yield surfaces~called
boundaries!, in effect creating the situation depicted in Fig. 1~d!.
In model M4, there are 3 independent boundaries on e
microplane—deviatoric, volumetric, and shear frictional. At le
21 microplanes must be used, which provides at least 63 si
taneous~strain-dependent! yield surfaces. Each of them can ind
pendently load or unload, which gives in theory 263 ~or 1019!
possible combinations of loading and unloading. In a kinem
cally constrained microplane model such as M4, the main co
bution to the vertex effect at a sudden change in loading p
direction arises from a change in the loading-unloading comb
tion among the deviatoric, volumetric, and shear-frictional bou
aries on each microplane. On the other hand, in a statically
strained microplane model~which is effective for metals bu
cannot handle softening damage!, a large contribution comes als
32 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / JANUARY 2002
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from a change in the loading-unloading combination among a
the microplanes~Brocca and Bazˇant 2000a! ~this becomes the
only source of vertex effect in the case of a statically constrain
microplane model for metal plasticity in which there is only on
yield surface on each microplane!.

Conclusions

1. By using a state-of-the art testing machine capable of a su
den switch from compression to torsion and on-specime
gauges with a fast feedback, the vertex effect in the respon
of concrete to nonproportional loading paths in the stre
space has been documented experimentally.

2. At peak compressive load, the vertex effect is strong, and
postpeak very strong. Compared to the elastic torsional sti
ness, the initial torsional stiffness after a sudden switch fro
compression to torsion is reduced to 65% when the torsi
begins at compression load peak, and to 23% when the t
sion begins at a postpeak state at which the axial load h
decreased to 70% of the peak load.

3. The experimental data obtained are modeled using two sta
of-the-art but conceptually completely different models. On
is microplane model M4, and the other is a fracture-plast
model, a state-of-art tensorial model based on invariants.

4. The initial torsional stiffness after a sudden switch from
compression to torsion is predicted by microplane model M
quite accurately, and without any adjustment of the materi
parameters previously calibrated by other tests. This demo
strates the microplane model M4 can predict the vertex e
fect, and does so correctly.

5. The capability of predicting the vertex effect is due to fac
that the model implies many simultaneous, independen
activated ~strain-dependent! yield surfaces on the mi-
croplanes and has also independent yield surfaces for vo
metric, deviatoric, and shear response on each microplane
is the interaction of these surfaces that produces the ver
effect.

6. The classical invariant-based tensorial models employi
only a few yield~or loading potential! surfaces, represented
in the present simulation by an advanced model, the fractu
plastic model, are inherently incapable of simulating the ve
tex effect, and more generally the response to highly nonpr
portional loading paths. This is documented by the fact th
they incorrectly predict the initial torsional stiffness after th
switch to be the elastic torsional stiffness.

7. The microplane model prediction of overall response to to
sional loading after a switch from compression to torsion
less accurate. This overall response is hardly better than t
of the plastic-fracture model. Note, however, that the forme
is a true prediction, in which no model parameters, exce
the setting of compression strength, have been adjust
while the latter is a partial prediction since one paramet
had to be adjusted to obtain a reasonable postpeak soften
slope in uniaxial compression.
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